As an important national strategy infrastructure, the Space Information Network (SIN) is a powerful platform for future information support. In this paper, we design and implement a user-centered, dynamic, interactive visualization system (SINDVis), and aim to assist multi-class users to understand, build, develop, maintain, and manage the SIN. We introduce the concept and architecture of SIN, summarize the key technologies of dynamic visualization and visual analysis, and analyze the basic characteristics of three types of users. Combining the content above, we design the architecture of SINDVis from an input module, a core-processing module, an output module, and a user body. We also describe eight basic functions of the entity domain view (GeoView) and topology domain view (TopolView). Meanwhile, we analyze the implementation methods of the GeoView and TopolView, including an improved Force-Directed Algorithm (FDA) layout, Fusion of Animation and Timeline (FAT) visualization, and Panning and Zooming (P&Z) interactions. We analyze the experiment platforms and running environments of the GeoView and TopolView and realize the main contents of both views with a typical SIN. The results also verify the validity and feasibility of the theories and methods proposed. Finally, we discuss and analyze experimental results and the advantages and disadvantages of the SINDVis and look forward to future work. With the development of visualization and visual analysis technology, both application-driven and user-interaction features are gradually highlighted. We introduce the visualization technology into the field of SIN in order to provide new ideas for the basic theory and key technology research of SIN.
Definition 3. (MEO/LEO Layer Satellite System). The MEO satellite orbital is 5000~20,000 km and the LEO satellite orbital is generally between 700 km and 1500 km. The satellites serving the MEO/LEO layer exist in the network form, and in the SIN, the MEO/LEO double-layer constellation network mode is adopted. Among them, the MEO satellites are mainly used as routing exchange stars and access stars. The LEO satellites are mainly used as access stars, and they can access the application stars and ground stations. The composition structure of the MEO/LEO layer satellite system is shown in
. Figure 3 . 
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Definition 4. (Near Space Layer Information System). The backbone networks of SIN are composed of satellite systems. However, the satellite systems cannot achieve all-weather, large-depth, and full-coverage. Therefore, it is necessary to rely on the Near Space layer aircrafts, including UAVs and HABs, to achieve the construction of the Near Space layer information system. The Near Space layer is convenient for its condition, so the construction of Near Space layer information system is more flexible and more formal. The composition structure of the Near Space layer information system is shown in
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Definition 5. (Ground Layer Terminals). In accordance with the original intention of the construction and development of SIN, it is mainly based on the space platforms to achieve information acquisition and processing as well as the task of information assurance. Therefore, the main tasks of the ground terminals are to maintain and manage space entities. We believe that the Ground layer of SIN is mainly composed of the following types of terminals: fixed-based stations, hand-held mobile-based stations, vehicle-based stations, and carrier-based stations. The composition structure of the Ground layer terminals is shown in
Network
Ground Layer Based on Definitions 1-5, we can design the top-level of SIN architecture. The basic design ideas are building space-based backbone networks, including GEO and MEO/LEO layer satellite systems to solve global coverage issues, building a near-space backbone network including the Near Space layer information system to solve regional strengthening issues, and building Ground layer terminals to achieve command and control. Therefore, the SIN has a more obvious four-layer structure.
Dynamic Visualization and Visual Analysis
Network visualization is a branch of information visualization that can be traced back to static graph visualization [7] . With gradual research, people found that topology evolution has become a major feature of networks. Therefore, static network visualization was unable to meet the real needs. Since then, scholars have gradually introduced the concept of time and started to study dynamic visualization.
Dynamic visualization [8] is a relatively young cross-field. It is mainly used to research the visual view change laws due to the nodes and edge changes of the network over time. Dynamic visualization can make full use of the human visual perception system to display dynamic data graphically. On the one hand, it can help users to understand the internal structure of network, and on the other hand, it helps to uncover potential value, because dynamic data is constantly updated, and the impacts of the newly generated data on the original visualization are uncontrollable and unpredictable [9] . Therefore, this poses a challenge to the network dynamic visualization. Combined with the visual perception characteristics of the visual view, the design of dynamic visualization should aim to ensure continuity and consistency between frames.
People take visual analysis as the third paradigm after visualization in scientific computing (VISC) and information visualization, and it involves the inheritance and development of 
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Dynamic Visualization and Visual Analysis
People take visual analysis as the third paradigm after visualization in scientific computing (VISC) and information visualization, and it involves the inheritance and development of Based on Definitions 1-5, we can design the top-level of SIN architecture. The basic design ideas are building space-based backbone networks, including GEO and MEO/LEO layer satellite systems to solve global coverage issues, building a near-space backbone network including the Near Space layer information system to solve regional strengthening issues, and building Ground layer terminals to achieve command and control. Therefore, the SIN has a more obvious four-layer structure.
Dynamic visualization [8] is a relatively young cross-field. It is mainly used to research the visual view change laws due to the nodes and edge changes of the network over time. Dynamic visualization can make full use of the human visual perception system to display dynamic data graphically. On the Electronics 2018, 7, 316 5 of 25 one hand, it can help users to understand the internal structure of network, and on the other hand, it helps to uncover potential value, because dynamic data is constantly updated, and the impacts of the newly generated data on the original visualization are uncontrollable and unpredictable [9] . Therefore, this poses a challenge to the network dynamic visualization. Combined with the visual perception characteristics of the visual view, the design of dynamic visualization should aim to ensure continuity and consistency between frames.
People take visual analysis as the third paradigm after visualization in scientific computing (VISC) and information visualization, and it involves the inheritance and development of visualization technology. VISC and information visualization are more inclined towards the previous view, and the visual analysis is more inclined towards post-analysis based on the visual view [10] . Visualization technologies have covered many aspects of people's daily lives and work. With the widespread popularization of the Internet and mobile terminals, people can not only enjoy the technology dividends, but also realize that "one picture speaks one thousand words", based on the visualization technologies. After decades of development, visualization has gradually developed into a valid area of data analysis. In addition, it has gradually developed from VISC, information visualization to big data visualization, dynamic visualization, and visual analysis as well as other directions and branches.
Similar to other visualization technologies, there are some basic functional and performance requirements for dynamic visualization and visual analysis techniques. On the one hand, it is necessary to meet the basic aesthetic criteria throughout the visualization process [11] . On the other hand, the user's mental map must always be maintained [12] . Meeting the above functional and performance requirements are the criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of the visualization.
The literature presents three aspects to realize network dynamic visualization: network layout, network attribute visualization, and user interaction [4, 8] . After the development over several years, scholars have also made many contributions concerning the three aspects presented above. A list of the common methods for the realization of dynamic visualization and visual analysis is shown in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1 , the network layout methods mainly include the Force-Directed Algorithm (FDA) layout and its improvements. The methods of network attribute visualization mainly include the animation method and the timeline method. The interactive methods mainly include the fisheye view method, the focus and context method, and the multi-view association coordination method. In this paper, we refer to and improve the methods described above to implement the SINDVis. Therefore, the specific contents of the above methods are not discussed in this section too much. In addition, development of dynamic visualization at home and abroad has been carried in prophase work [13] , and this section does not elaborate on them further.
User Feature Analysis
As mentioned in Section 1, the purpose of designing SINDVis is to assist multi-class users to achieve effective understanding, construction, development, maintenance, and management of SIN. Therefore, users are the core factor of the SINDVis design, and users' requirements determine the SINDVis functions. That is to say, the various functions of SINDVis are designed to meet the multiple needs of multi-class users. Therefore, in order to put the idea of user-centered into practice and to provide guidance for the design and description of SINDVis functions in Section 3.2, this section carries out a user feature analysis of SINDVis. One of the main indicators for verifying visualization is satisfaction degree of the user's visual experience. The primary indicator and original intention of the SINDVis system was to meet the needs of multi-class users. Therefore, we analyzed the characteristics of the existing users and potential users of the SIN to provide a reference for the development of the system function module. According to the needs of the similarities and differences of SINDVis, the main users were divided into three categories as follows:
• USE-1: (Understanding Class Users). The first-class users are new to SIN, and they do not have much relevant background knowledge of SIN. Meanwhile, they need to have preliminary understanding of the composition and structure of SIN with the SINDVis.
• USE-2: (Construction and Development Class Users). The second-class users come from the demonstration and construction departments of SIN, and they have a certain understanding of SIN. However, they need to optimize and improve SIN. Therefore, they not only need to grasp the architecture of SIN in real-time, but also need to understand the evolvement laws and development situation of SIN with the SINDVis. • USE-3: (Maintenance and Management Class Users). The third class users come from the maintenance and management departments of SIN, and they need to grasp the structure and change laws of SIN in real time. Meanwhile, they should grasp the position and relationship of key nodes and core links of SIN in the topology domain and effectively avoid the damage and interference of SIN. In addition, they can effectively maintain the normal operation of the SIN with the SINDVis.
In short, according to the different needs of users, we divided the SINDVis users into the three categories presented above. To show how different users focus on SINDVis views, we present a tabular representation of how much the user needs to use the SINDVis views. We use to express the users' demands for SINDVis, and a greater number of indicates a greater need for views. The requirements of the users for the views are shown in Table 2 . The contents of entity view, named GeoView, and topology view, named TopolView, are discussed in Section 3.2. 
Theory and Methods
The purpose of this section is to introduce the related theory and methods of SINDVis. As we know that framework is a guidance for system design and implementation, we constructed the architecture of SINDVis first. Based on this, we illustrate the functions of GeoView in the entity domain and TopolView in the topology domain, respectively. The GeoView and TopolView play key roles in SINDVis, and the implementation principles of them are different, so we separately explain theory and methods of the GeoView and TopolView. In addition, we focus on the implementation methods of the TopolView in the topology domain, including an improved FDA (Force-Directed Algorithm) layout, FAT (Fusion of Animation and Timeline) visualization and P&Z (Panning and Zooming) interaction.
SINDVis Architecture
The main purpose of visualization technologies is to satisfy users' visual experience, and to realize the requirements of data analysis based on visual views. Network dynamic visualization is no exception. Therefore, we think that the SINDVis framework should include dynamic data input, visual view generation, visual view output, and users. Based on this, we designed the SINDVis framework as shown in Figure 5 . As shown in Figure 5 , the SINDVis framework was constructed from a dataset (input module), a visual method set (core-processing module), a view set (output module), and a user body. To demonstrate the SINDVis architecture more clearly, we analyzed its composition in more detail, as shown below.

Dataset:
The dataset is an input module for SINDVis, consisting of an entity dataset and a network dataset, and the network data in topology domain is mapped from the entity data in the entity domain. The entity dataset consists of space data, such as satellite orbital parameters, satellite operating satellite cycles, satellite coverage, data transfer between satellites, etc. By mapping space entities to nodes and by mapping relationships between entities as edges, we formed the network dataset. Both of the above provide input to the SINDVis.  Visual method set: The visual method set is a core-processing module of SINDVis and it includes the entity domain methods and topology domain methods. For the entity domain, we refer to the visual views of STK and SaVi and realize the dynamic display of the structure and running state of the SIN in the entity domain. For the topology domain, we realize the dynamic display of evolution laws of the SIN topology structure. The visual method set is a large collection of methods, and the essence of the visual method set is a black box. The implementation methods of the entity domain mainly include visualization and interaction methods. The implementation methods of the topology domain mainly include layout, visualization and interaction methods. Because of the different principles and different objects of the entity domain and topology domain, the implementation methods of each are also different.  View set: The view set is the output module of the SINDVis, including the entity domain view, named GeoView, and the topology domain view, named TopolView. As we know, the visual view is a direct embodiment of the implementation of visualization technologies, and it is also a medium for showing information and implementing user interactions. Meanwhile, we think of the visual method set as processing, and the view set as results. Therefore, we constructed the visual method set and the view set separately. In SINDVis, the GeoView and TopolView appear on different pages at the same time. Of course, the specific display forms of the GeoView and TopolView depend on the specific visual methods selected. Meanwhile, the view set can feed the user's new requirements into the input module and the core-processing module, thus generating output modules that meet users' new requirements. As shown in Figure 5 , the SINDVis framework was constructed from a dataset (input module), a visual method set (core-processing module), a view set (output module), and a user body. To demonstrate the SINDVis architecture more clearly, we analyzed its composition in more detail, as shown below.
• Dataset: The dataset is an input module for SINDVis, consisting of an entity dataset and a network dataset, and the network data in topology domain is mapped from the entity data in the entity domain. The entity dataset consists of space data, such as satellite orbital parameters, satellite operating satellite cycles, satellite coverage, data transfer between satellites, etc. By mapping space entities to nodes and by mapping relationships between entities as edges, we formed the network dataset. Both of the above provide input to the SINDVis.
•
Visual method set: The visual method set is a core-processing module of SINDVis and it includes the entity domain methods and topology domain methods. For the entity domain, we refer to the visual views of STK and SaVi and realize the dynamic display of the structure and running state of the SIN in the entity domain. For the topology domain, we realize the dynamic display of evolution laws of the SIN topology structure. The visual method set is a large collection of methods, and the essence of the visual method set is a black box. The implementation methods of the entity domain mainly include visualization and interaction methods. The implementation methods of the topology domain mainly include layout, visualization and interaction methods. Because of the different principles and different objects of the entity domain and topology domain, the implementation methods of each are also different.
View set: The view set is the output module of the SINDVis, including the entity domain view, named GeoView, and the topology domain view, named TopolView. As we know, the visual view is a direct embodiment of the implementation of visualization technologies, and it is also a medium for showing information and implementing user interactions. Meanwhile, we think of the visual method set as processing, and the view set as results. Therefore, we constructed the visual method set and the view set separately. In SINDVis, the GeoView and TopolView appear on different pages at the same time. Of course, the specific display forms of the GeoView and TopolView depend on the specific visual methods selected. Meanwhile, the view set can feed the user's new requirements into the input module and the core-processing module, thus generating output modules that meet users' new requirements.
• Users: Users are the center of the SINDVis, and users' requirements are the basis reference for SINDVis function settings. Visual interaction is built between the view set and users. Meanwhile, the users enable real-time interaction with the view, and the users can control the views in real-time. Because the SINDVis is a dynamic visualization system, the main interaction is the time control of users. In addition, due to the limitations of page size, users can zoom in, zoom out, or pan the views according to their own interests. It is also one of the main visual interactive functions of the SINDVis.
In fact, the data is the input, the views are the output, and the visual methods are a black box. In this paper, we introduce visualization technologies into SIN and aim to design and realize the SINDVis. Therefore, to highlight the key methods and theory of SINDVis, we replace the black box with the visual method set in Figure 5 . Meanwhile, we think that the visual method set in the SINDVis architecture is necessary. The datasets involved in the architecture are more focused on data collection and storage. Therefore, we rely on the SIN database for the storage of space data. The SIN database is a distributed file system (Hadoop distributed file system, HDFS) that is used for the development of a column-oriented distribution storage system. Project groups built it on the Hadoop platform. The specific contents [14] of the SIN database are not explained further in this article. The content of the visual method set and the interactive control technologies involved in the SINDVis framework architecture are explained in Section 4.
SINDVis Description of Functions
The views reflect the functions of SINDVis. In Section 2.3, we presented an analysis of the different needs of different users for visual views, and in Table 2 , we also mentioned GeoView and TopolView. GeoView is the short name for the entity domain view, and TopolView is the short name for the topology domain view. GeoView is a direct embodiment of the entity organization relationship of SIN, and TopolView is used to show dynamic evolution processes and grasp the topology evolution laws of SIN after the entity data has been mapped to the network data. In addition, they complement each other. Detailed information is shown below.
Descriptions of GeoView Functions
Based on the inspiration of the STK [15] , and in order to complement the TopolView, we developed a web-oriented visual view, GeoView. This view is not only able to implement the features that STK contains, but also partially expands. The specific functions are as follows.
• Function 1: GeoView can realistically simulate and demonstrate the composition and operational status of SIN, and it can achieve a stereoscopic display (3D) and planar display (2D). Meanwhile, the view also can display the relevant geospatial environment. • Function 2: GeoView can show the specific network structure and connection relations of the GEO layer satellite system and the MEO/LEO layer satellite system. It can show the orbit and coverage of the satellite systems. In addition, GeoView can display the group style, running mode, and coverage range of unmanned aircrafts (UAs) and the hot air balloons (HABs) in the Near Space layer information system. Meanwhile, it can also show the specific locations of Ground layer terminals and their connections with other information systems.
• Function 3: GeoView can determine the parameters of visual elements by setting a hot zone, and demonstrating the dynamic transmission of data information among different links.
• Function 4: GeoView can enable freely switching of 3D, 2.5D, and 2D information, and it can also switch multiple map backgrounds and operating environments. Meanwhile, it can realize the real-time synchronization of data information. Users can zoom in and zoom out of the views freely based on individual needs. This means that the overall view information can be displayed as well as the detailed view information, and the whole process will not cause the distortion of the view.
According to the users' needs, we initially set the functions of GeoView in the entity domain presented above. Wherein, the functions may have repetition. In order to express different goals, and we carried out the elaboration separately. Of course, there are many more GeoView functions, and they can be developed and expanded according to the needs of users.
Descriptions of TopolView Functions
GeoView is responsible for the visual presentation and analysis of the entity domain. However, the expansion of SIN, and the increase in functions require an analysis of its topology structure and topology evolution. Therefore, it is necessary to make use of the ideas of the complex network. The space entities of SIN were mapped into network nodes, and relations between entities were abstracted as network links to analyze the network performance of SIN. Based on this, we designed TopolView in the topology domain. The aim of building the TopolView is to determine the network performance and network characteristics of SIN based on visual means, such as the importance of nodes, the key links, and the dynamic topology evolution laws. Therefore, we think that the TopolView should have the following functions.
• Function 1: TopolView should show the complete topology structure of the SIN and realize the network expansion display of the four-layer structure. It should show the tight coupling relationships within the layers and the loosely coupled connections between the layers.
• Function 2: TopolView should show the network features, such as the key nodes and important links of SIN, on the same page. The key nodes and important links are the core of the whole network, and they are the cornerstone of normal operation of SIN. Therefore, it is important for all people involved in the construction, development, maintenance, and management of SIN to master this information.
• Function 3: TopolView should show the dynamic evolution laws of SIN. Under the guidance of topology evolution rules, including node increment, node deletion, link increment, and link deletion, it is possible to display the vibrations and changes in the network topology. Which are caused by the changes in nodes and edges in SIN. Within a certain time by the sliding of the time slice, it will keep a new stable state.
• Function 4: TopolView should assist in the optimization of SIN through the cleanup of network topology-independent nodes and unrelated links, including the deletion of unimportant nodes and unrelated links. It should also optimize the SIN structure scale and reduce duplication in construction.
TopolView is the main research part of SINDVis. The simulation and display of the TopolView of SINDVis is an effective method and means to construct and manage the SIN for USE-2 and USE-3. Therefore, the dependency on TopolView is also strong. This section describes the four functions above in relation to the different requirements. Similar to the GeoView, the topology domain view has many more functions than those described above, and they can be developed and expanded according to the needs of users.
As discussed in the introduction, with the construction and development of SIN, its scale will increase continuously, and its structure will become more and more complex. Meanwhile, real-time changes in SIN topology will bring more uncertainties. All of them bring many challenges to the maintenance and management of SIN. In previous work, we established a weighted, dynamic evolution model based on local-world SIN [16] . The model combines the local-world phenomenon and edge-right features of SIN. However, the model only validates some characteristics of SIN from the network theory perspective. As we know, 70% of information acquired by people is done with the eyes. Meanwhile, visualization technologies not only formalize display views, but also can excavate hidden information behind views. Therefore, we think that we can also explore the dynamic evolution laws of SIN based on the dynamic visual view. Therefore, we initiated the idea of designing TopolView in the topology domain. On the one hand, TopolView can display the dynamic evolution processing of SIN. On the other hand, it can be used to analyze the changing relationships between the key nodes and core links of SIN. Based on this, the dynamic evolution laws of SIN can be summarized to provide some guidance for the construction, development, management, and maintenance of SIN. This also involves the specific implementation of visualization technologies to support the analysis of the network.
Description of the Fusion Usage of Views
As mentioned above, for multi-class users, the GeoView and TopolView complement each other. The principles of specific supplemental use are summarized as follows.
Firstly, The GeoView is the entity domain view, and when the scale of SIN is small, it is simple to show its composition structure and operation laws. However, the scale of SIN is constantly increasing, and the structure of SIN is becoming more complex. When the scale of SIN develops to a certain degree, the GeoView will only be able to display its constituent structure but will not analyze its operation laws.
Secondly, The TopolView is the topology domain view, and it is an abstract form with the space entities of SIN mapped into network nodes, and relations between entities are abstracted as the network links of SIN. The TopolView demonstrates the dynamic evolution process of SIN from a network perspective. Meanwhile, the dynamic evolution process is demonstrated without considering the scale of SIN. In addition, TopolView also can support the visual analysis of the changing relationships between the key nodes and core links of SIN.
To sum up, TopolView can be used to complement an insufficient GeoView with limited presentation. The GeoView can complement the abstract features of TopolView by providing an intuitive display. Therefore, only by using these two complementary views in combination can the SINDVis can play its role to the fullest.
GeoView Methods
As a scripting language, Cesium was created for a cross-platform virtual globe display by AGI (Analytical Graphics, Inc., Exton, PA, USA) in 2011. Initially, people primarily used Cesium for dynamic data visualization in space and defense industries. Later, Cesium gradually developed into a 3D map and is used in multi-fields, including geographical space, oil, gas, agriculture, entertainment, and sports [17] . According to data from Cesium's homepage, over 140 cases have been successfully implemented based on Cesium.js. They cover space, defense, smart cities, geo-space, sports, entertainment, and so on. Combined with the functions of GeoView and the successful application of Cesium in other fields, the implementation of GeoView based on Cesium.js is feasible. Therefore, we implemented the GeoView based on Cesium.js in this study. The specific technologies are not discussed much in this section. However, because the GeoView is dynamic, the Cesium time panel was used to achieve time control, as shown in Figure 6 . summarized to provide some guidance for the construction, development, management, and maintenance of SIN. This also involves the specific implementation of visualization technologies to support the analysis of the network.
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GeoView Methods
As a scripting language, Cesium was created for a cross-platform virtual globe display by AGI (Analytical Graphics, Inc., Exton, PA, USA) in 2011. Initially, people primarily used Cesium for dynamic data visualization in space and defense industries. Later, Cesium gradually developed into a 3D map and is used in multi-fields, including geographical space, oil, gas, agriculture, entertainment, and sports [17] . According to data from Cesium's homepage, over 140 cases have been successfully implemented based on Cesium.js. They cover space, defense, smart cities, geo-space, sports, entertainment, and so on. Combined with the functions of GeoView and the successful application of Cesium in other fields, the implementation of GeoView based on Cesium.js is feasible. Therefore, we implemented the GeoView based on Cesium.js in this study. The specific technologies are not discussed much in this section. However, because the GeoView is dynamic, the Cesium time panel was used to achieve time control, as shown in Figure 6 . As shown in Figure 6 , the left part of Cesium time panel is the control panel, including the clockwise/counterclockwise, play/pause, and fast forward/slow operation buttons. The right side is the specific timeline display, where the default time interval was set as 24 h in this study.
TopolView Methods
As mentioned in Sections 2.2 and 3.1, the realization of network dynamic visualization mainly consists of three aspects: network layout, network attribute visualization, and user interaction. Layout determines the network structure and is the most important element. Therefore, in accordance As shown in Figure 6 , the left part of Cesium time panel is the control panel, including the clockwise/counterclockwise, play/pause, and fast forward/slow operation buttons. The right side is the specific timeline display, where the default time interval was set as 24 h in this study.
As mentioned in Sections 2.2 and 3.1, the realization of network dynamic visualization mainly consists of three aspects: network layout, network attribute visualization, and user interaction. Layout determines the network structure and is the most important element. Therefore, in accordance with the sequence above, we analyzed the theory and methods of realizing the TopolView. Therefore, we proposed an improved FDA layout method, discussed the FAT visualization method, and analyzed the P&Z interactive method. The specific implementation of the methods mentioned above is shown in Section 4.2.
FDA Layout
As the first step of visualization, the layout determines the basic structure of the network and is the premise and basis for follow-up work. Typically, the visualization layout is divided into nine kinds, including the layer layout, circular layout, time layout, relative space layout, cluster layout, map layout, manual layout, random layout, and Force-Directed Algorithm (FDA) layout [18] . According to the statistics of the layout algorithms published in a paper on the IEEE Visualization and Computer Graphics (TVCG) of network visualization, 72.12% of the articles used the FDA layout based on the elastic model. The main idea of the FDA layout is that all nodes are randomly arranged in two-dimensional space at the beginning, and the node positions are iteratively optimized by simulating the gravitational and repulsive forces in the physical model to improve the layout effect gradually. The advantages of the FDA layout are mainly embodied in two aspects, one is easy to implement in operation, and the other is easy to understand and explain in cognition. The FDA mainly includes a basic algorithm and its improvement, such as the Kamada-Kawai (KK) algorithm, the Davidson-Harel (DH) algorithm, the Fruchterman-Reingold (FR) algorithm or the multi-scale algorithm [18] . For the time-varying network visualization layout, the article [19] improves the FR algorithm and considers the connection and disconnection of the edge in the concrete operation. For the SIN, different space entities play different roles in the entity domain, and the different nodes have different degrees of importance in the mapping of the topology domain. However, the importance of nodes affects the connections of edges. An algorithm that highlights the nodes' levels of importance can accurately reflect the real performance of SIN. In the preliminary study, we established the topology evolution rules for the topology evolution of SIN, and they include not only the connection and disconnection of edges, but also the increment and deletion of nodes.
Therefore, under the guidance of the topology evolution rules and the FR algorithm, we introduced clustering coefficients to calculate the importance of nodes and took node addition, node deletion, link addition, and link deletion into account to realize the effective layout of the dynamic visualization of SIN. The basic principle of the FR algorithm is the simulation of the motion of atoms and celestial bodies by analyzing the attraction and repulsion between the vertices and edges of the network. This method considers that there is attraction between the vertices and edges and that the vertices are mutually exclusive [19] . In the concrete implementation, spatial coordinate changes between the nodes are calculated by simulating the forces of the atom balls, and then the temperature variable and the cooling function are introduced, and the positions of all vertices are calculated by multiple iterations using the simulated annealing algorithm. The three steps taken to complete each iteration are as follows:
•
Step 1: Calculation of the repulsion forces between vertices and determination of the displacement vector (disp1) according to the repulsion forces.
Step 2: Calculation of the attraction and final displacement vector (disp2) according to the gravitational and displacement vector (disp1).
Step 3: Use of the cooling function to limit the range of motion of the vertex.
The FR algorithm optimizes the iterative calculation process by means of space grid partitioning. It reduces the computational complexity by considering the repulsion effect between the network nodes and the internal nodes of the adjacent network. For the problem of network dynamic visualization, we modified the FDA layout method based on the FR algorithm and achieved a dynamic layout by considering the phenomenon of node increment, node deletion, edge increment, and edge deletion.
For the phenomenon of the increment and deletion of edges in dynamic problems, we designed fade-in and fade-out functions and made the network edges increase or disappear in an orderly manner to allow the layout to be smoothly and dynamically changed. This follows the same principle as the FR algorithm, and assumes that the edges only affect attraction and do not affect the repulsion. M represents the number of iterations, and l represents an iterative index. The expressions of the fade-in and fade-out functions are
where, for the fade-in function f in (d), the value of attraction is 0 when there is no connection, and the value of attraction is f a (d) in the last iteration, and for the fade-out function f out (d), the value of attraction is f a (d) at the initial moment, and the value of attraction is 0 in the last iteration. For the phenomenon of the increment and deletion of nodes in dynamic problems, because attraction and repulsion exist in each pair of nodes, the importance of nodes was considered in the improved algorithm. The attraction and repulsion between nodes depend not only on their distance, but also on the importance of nodes. When the new node v i joins, there is a connection with its neighboring node v j , and the attraction and repellant between the two nodes is affected by the node's importance. Therefore, we introduced the clustering coefficients of complex networks [20] to calculate the importance of nodes, and the clustering coefficient was calculated as follows:
where, k i indicates that there are k i edges connected to node i, and E i represents the number of edges between i and k i . Meanwhile, when k i = 0 or k i = 1, then C i = 0, and in order to avoid this situation, we improved C i by adding the number 1. The expression is
I M ij denotes the importance of nodes v i and v j , and the calculation formula is
After the introduction of I M ij , the attraction and repulsion between the nodes will change with the clustering coefficients, which is well in line with the real network situation.
The greater the I M ij is between nodes v i and v j , the greater the attraction between them is and the smaller the repulsion is, or vice versa. Therefore, the attraction between the nodes should be proportional to the I M ij , and the repellant should be inversely related to the I M ij . Therefore, to improve the Formula (1), there is
where, f a im and f r im respectively represent attraction and repulsion, considering the nodes' levels of importance. When node v i is deleted, the attraction and repulsion between the nodes connected to it disappear, which is relatively simple and has not been explored much. According to the dynamic evolution rule of SIN, we proposed an improved FDA layout method based on the FR algorithm. Similar to other improved methods of the FDA layout, we think that this improved FDA layout method also belongs to the FDA family. Therefore, we categorized this section as having an FDA layout. In the implementation algorithm of the improved FDA layout method, we separated the node and the edge, and this part did not have a specific display. This section, combined with the characteristics of the dynamic change of SIN, we have described the design of the improved FDA layout based on the FR algorithm and on the foundation for the SIN dynamic visualization. Next, we describe the visualization method.
FAT Visualization
Dynamic visualization plays a key role in network performance analysis, but due to the complexity of dynamic data, the evolution process visualization is difficult to determine. Overall, the realization methods of dynamic visualization are generally divided into two categories including animation and timeline [13] , and they have also become the current mainstream form. Figure 7 shows a detailed list of methods for implementing dynamic visualization.
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For the local-world phenomenon of SIN, it is necessary to highlight the differences between the outside local-world and inside local-world, and there is a typical preferential connection mechanism in the local-world. Therefore, we need the constraint of double coding to highlight the similarities and differences between the factors outside and inside the local-world. Based on the relevant principle of centroid constraint in the community network [21] , we produced a visual view of the local-world phenomenon in the SIN. The typical characteristic of the local-world is the preferential connection mechanism, and the centroid constraint is used to make the network nodes move closer to the centroid of their community and to realize the aggregation effect in the geometric space. Therefore, the above two aspects have the same effect on the display. The multi-centroid constraint diagram is shown in Figure 9 . The centroid constraint is implemented based on FDA and the effect of clustering and clustering is formed under the action of nodal centroid attraction [22] . Therefore, the centroid constraint concretely implements the content same strain with FDA, which also provides the possibility for practice in this paper. Considering the local-world has = { , … , } , and the location of its Figure 8 . The local-world and edge-weight evolution mechanism of the space information network (SIN): (a) node increase mechanism; (b) node deletion mechanism; (c) edge increase mechanism; (d) edge deletion mechanism; (e) edge-weight evolution mechanism (adopted from Yu et al. [16] ).
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For the local-world phenomenon of SIN, it is necessary to highlight the differences between the outside local-world and inside local-world, and there is a typical preferential connection mechanism in the local-world. Therefore, we need the constraint of double coding to highlight the similarities and differences between the factors outside and inside the local-world. Based on the relevant principle of centroid constraint in the community network [21] , we produced a visual view of the local-world phenomenon in the SIN. The typical characteristic of the local-world is the preferential connection mechanism, and the centroid constraint is used to make the network nodes move closer to the centroid of their community and to realize the aggregation effect in the geometric space. Therefore, the above two aspects have the same effect on the display. The multi-centroid constraint diagram is shown in Figure 9 . The centroid constraint is implemented based on FDA and the effect of clustering and clustering is formed under the action of nodal centroid attraction [22] . Therefore, the centroid constraint concretely implements the content same strain with FDA, which also provides the possibility for practice in this paper. Considering the local-world has = { , … , } , and the location of its The centroid constraint is implemented based on FDA and the effect of clustering and clustering is formed under the action of nodal centroid attraction [22] . Therefore, the centroid constraint concretely implements the content same strain with FDA, which also provides the possibility for practice in this paper. Considering the local-world has C r = {v i , . . . , v k }, and the location of its arbitrary node v t is (x t , y t ), the position of the centroid v r inside the local-world C r is v r = (x r , y r ), and there is
Assuming that the constrained attraction of the node v t is f (v r ), and the direction of the current node points to the centroid, there is
where, d is the distance from the node v t to the centroid v t of the local-world, and strength(C r ) is the attraction strength. Therefore, there is
Combining Equation (8), the constrained attraction of v t in the x-direction and y-direction, respectively, gives
Along the same vein, we can obtain the constrained attraction of other nodes v j of C r and other local-world regions. Therefore, the resultant force of the v t after considering the constrained attraction is
For the phenomenon of the edge-weight evolution of SIN, we intended to construct the visual view by double coding including the thickness and color of the connection curve. Because this part is easier, we do not discuss it in detail.
In the visual view of GeoView, the time of the current scene is displayed and controlled by the "widget Cesium timeline". In order to correspond to the view of GeoView, we also added a timeline in the visual view of TopolView for the user to manipulate and track the details of the network evolution of interest to the user in different moments or periods. Therefore, we designed and added the timeline module in TopolView, as shown in Figure 10 . 
Assuming that the constrained attraction of the node is ( ), and the direction of the current node points to the centroid, there is
where, is the distance from the node to the centroid of the local-world, and ℎ( ) is the attraction strength. Therefore, there is
Combining Equation (8), the constrained attraction of in the x-direction and y-direction, respectively, gives
Along the same vein, we can obtain the constrained attraction of other nodes of and other local-world regions. Therefore, the resultant force of the after considering the constrained attraction is
In the visual view of GeoView, the time of the current scene is displayed and controlled by the "widget Cesium timeline". In order to correspond to the view of GeoView, we also added a timeline in the visual view of TopolView for the user to manipulate and track the details of the network evolution of interest to the user in different moments or periods. Therefore, we designed and added the timeline module in TopolView, as shown in Figure 10 . As shown in Figure 10 , the timeline module of TopolView consists mainly of two parts: A is the control module including play/pause and fast forward/rewind, and B is the time bar which is used to display moment and time fragments.
To sum up, this section discussed the theory of FAT visualization including the specific theoretical components and implementation methods. Since the implementation of FAT is based on improved FDA, the FAT visualization algorithm is no longer specific.
P&Z Interaction
Interaction technology is inseparable from the visual analysis, and all interaction technologies are only meaningful when combined with a visual interface. There are some representative technologies of interactive visual analysis of detailed information, and most of them are based on As shown in Figure 10 , the timeline module of TopolView consists mainly of two parts: A is the control module including play/pause and fast forward/rewind, and B is the time bar which is used to display moment and time fragments.
Interaction technology is inseparable from the visual analysis, and all interaction technologies are only meaningful when combined with a visual interface. There are some representative technologies of interactive visual analysis of detailed information, and most of them are based on deformation technology.
As shown in Table 1 , the current interactive techniques commonly used in the field of visualization can be summed up by the following categories: 1 fisheye views, 2 focus and context, 3 overview and details, 4 panning and zooming, 5 multiple coordinated views, and so on [23] . We carried out a detailed review of the above-mentioned methods in previous research work [4, 13] , and we do not elaborate much on it in this section. Admittedly, the canvas area used to draw the network dynamic topology is limited, and the nodes and edges of the SIN topology have a certain scale. To clearly display all the information in the TopolView, we used the panning and zooming (P&Z) interactive technology to realize the dynamic interactive function of the user.
P&Z is an interactive technology, and it solves the problem of fitting large amounts of data onto a smaller screen [24] . In this study, we borrowed the P&Z interaction model proposed by Wijk and Nuij to implement the TopolView; the basic principles are shown in Figure 11 .
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In summary, based on the smooth and efficient P&Z method proposed by predecessors [25, 26] , we analyzed the visualization interaction problem of TopolView in SIN. To implement the TopolView based on the P&Z method, we used the improved FDA and the FAT method described above. Next, we describe the specific implementation of GeoView and the TopolView. Figure 11 . Diagram of the 2D space of panning and zooming (P&Z) reduction, translation, and amplification (adopted from Wijk et al. [25] ).
Results
As shown in Figure 11 , path s represents the reduction from 0 to s A , that is, from (u 0 , w 0 ) to (u 0 , w m ). Path s is translated from s B to S, that is, from (u 1 , w m ) to (u 1 , w 1 ). Wijk and Nuij completed path optimization work based on the above-mentioned basic principles, as shown in the following equations [25] :
where, u(s) means to pan along a straight line, and w m = max w 0 , w 1 , ρ 2 (u 1 − u 0 )/2 . ρ depends on the user's subjective feelings, and when the value of ρ is different, the moving path is different when moving from point A to point B, and the gap is more obvious. In summary, based on the smooth and efficient P&Z method proposed by predecessors [25, 26] , we analyzed the visualization interaction problem of TopolView in SIN. To implement the TopolView based on the P&Z method, we used the improved FDA and the FAT method described above. Next, we describe the specific implementation of GeoView and the TopolView.
The purpose of this section is to describe the analysis of the validity and feasibility of the previously proposed model from both theory and simulation perspectives. Because the implementation mechanisms of the entity domain view and topology domain view are different, we introduce them separately.
GeoView Implementation
For the entity domain of SINDVis, firstly, we introduce the experimental platform and the operating environment, and then carry out the implementation of the methods based on Cesium; the specific content is as follows.
Experimental Platform and Operating Environment
The specific experimental platform and operating environment are as follows:
• 
GeoView Function Implementation
As described in Section 3.2.1, we used the LEO satellite system as an example to determine the whole function of the system. It was assumed that the LEO satellite system consists of five LEO satellites and one ground station. The GeoView not only supports a 3D view display, but also supports 2.5D and 2D view modes, and users can switch between pages. Figure 12a shows the specific network form of the LEO satellite system from the ground station point, and the purple curve in the diagram shows the orbit of the satellite in the information system. When the satellite is operating in an effective range with the ground station, the satellite is connected with the station and the data is transmitted, as shown in the cyan line in Figure 12b . Figure 12c shows the 2.5D view, and Figure 12d shows the 2D view, in which the purple curve is the orbit of the satellite.
Based on LEO satellite information system, an MEO/LEO satellite system based on MEO/LEO constellation can be realized by increasing the MEO constellation. In this section, six MEO satellites were added to construct the MEO/LEO satellite information system based on the LEO satellite information system, as shown in Figure 13 .
As shown in Figure 13 , the green curve is the orbit of the MEO satellite in Figure 13a , and it shows the satellite layout and the specific distribution of the MEO constellation. When the MEO satellites and LEO satellites run into a valid range, they are connected to each other for data transmission. The green line in Figure 13b shows that the MEO satellite and LEO satellite are transmitting data.
Based on the above-mentioned system, we built the integral satellite information system by adding the GEO satellite information system. By considering the characteristics of GEO satellites, we used three GEO satellites, evenly distributed in the GEO orbit, to establish full coverage of the GEO satellite information system, as shown in Figure 14. information system, as shown in Figure 13 .
As shown in Figure 13 , the green curve is the orbit of the MEO satellite in Figure 13a , and it shows the satellite layout and the specific distribution of the MEO constellation. When the MEO satellites and LEO satellites run into a valid range, they are connected to each other for data transmission. The green line in Figure 13b shows that the MEO satellite and LEO satellite are transmitting data. Based on the above-mentioned system, we built the integral satellite information system by adding the GEO satellite information system. By considering the characteristics of GEO satellites, we used three GEO satellites, evenly distributed in the GEO orbit, to establish full coverage of the GEO satellite information system, as shown in Figure 14 . Based on the above-mentioned system, we built the integral satellite information system by adding the GEO satellite information system. By considering the characteristics of GEO satellites, we used three GEO satellites, evenly distributed in the GEO orbit, to establish full coverage of the GEO satellite information system, as shown in Figure 14 . In Figure 14 , the yellow curve is the orbit of the GEO satellite, and Figure 14a ,b show the connections between the GEO satellites and the data transmission status of GEO-2 and the ground station named BS. The purple line in the diagram is the transmission link. Thus, now, we have established the satellite information system of the SIN. Compared to the four-story structure of the Near Space layer, due to its particular structure and location and the page range limitation of the SINDVis system, the specific network situation is not clear in the overall view of Near Space. transmitting data.
Based on the above-mentioned system, we built the integral satellite information system by adding the GEO satellite information system. By considering the characteristics of GEO satellites, we used three GEO satellites, evenly distributed in the GEO orbit, to establish full coverage of the GEO satellite information system, as shown in Figure 14 . In Figure 14 , the yellow curve is the orbit of the GEO satellite, and Figure 14a ,b show the connections between the GEO satellites and the data transmission status of GEO-2 and the ground station named BS. The purple line in the diagram is the transmission link. Thus, now, we have established the satellite information system of the SIN. Compared to the four-story structure of the Next, we use the HABs as an example to display the concrete network of the Near Space layer information system. For terrain complex areas, people can only rely on the Hab group to complete the task. Therefore, we chose the terrain complex mountainous area as the background environment, with 12 HABs forming a group, as shown in Figure 15 . Near Space layer, due to its particular structure and location and the page range limitation of the SINDVis system, the specific network situation is not clear in the overall view of Near Space. Next, we use the HABs as an example to display the concrete network of the Near Space layer information system. For terrain complex areas, people can only rely on the Hab group to complete the task. Therefore, we chose the terrain complex mountainous area as the background environment, with 12 HABs forming a group, as shown in Figure 15 . As shown in Figure 15 , by loading the balloon model in the Cesium library, a balloon swarm is constructed with 12 balloons. We selected the balloon surrounded in the green box as a data transmission center that can connect with the ground station and 11 other balloons.
To sum up, combining the architecture of SIN and the function of view in GeoView in the entity domain, we constructed the GeoView. The GeoView and TopolView complement each other, and mainly demonstrate the specific composition and structure of the SIN from the physical entity perspective to let users have an intuitive visual experience of SIN. Meanwhile, the web-oriented model developed in this paper is more popular and more convenient for Internet-based users. Based on Cesium.js for the display of entity domain view of SIN, there many ancillary functions can be developed. The purpose of this section was only to carry out mapping with the SIN architecture and the basic functions of GeoView. Its subsidiary functions will be further developed in future studies, and we have not elaborated on them too much in this section.
TopolView Implementation
For the topology domain of SINDVis, firstly, we introduce the experimental platform and the operating environment. Then, we carry out the implementation of the methods from the layout, visualization and interaction perspectives. The specific content is as follows.
Experimental Platform and Operating Environment

Operating system: Windows 8.1 Professional edition_x64;  Processor: Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-4790 CPU@3.60 GHz; As shown in Figure 15 , by loading the balloon model in the Cesium library, a balloon swarm is constructed with 12 balloons. We selected the balloon surrounded in the green box as a data transmission center that can connect with the ground station and 11 other balloons.
TopolView Implementation
Experimental Platform and Operating Environment
TopolView Function Implementation
As described in Section 3.2.2, we show the overall structure of the SIN in the topology domain; that is, the entity and connection relationships are mapped to the nodes and the edges respectively to show their relational structure.
Corresponding to Section 4. F_1~f_2) . This is in accordance with others in terms of the connection rules. A formation schematic diagram of the initial topology is shown in Figure 16 . 
Corresponding to Section 4. F_1~f_2) . This is in accordance with others in terms of the connection rules. A formation schematic diagram of the initial topology is shown in Figure 16 . Figure 16 shows the dynamic networking of SIN in the SINDVis system from a topology domain perspective. Based on the architecture of the SIN that was discussed earlier, the basic elements of the SIN, including the GEO, MEO and LEO satellite systems and ground stations, are presented at the initial moment in diagram (a), and we assume that the internal connection relationship is established. Figure 16b demonstrates the process of connecting the MEO satellite system and the LEO satellite system to form a MEO/LEO-layer satellite system. Figure 16c shows a three-layer, interconnected SIN Figure 16 shows the dynamic networking of SIN in the SINDVis system from a topology domain perspective. Based on the architecture of the SIN that was discussed earlier, the basic elements of the SIN, including the GEO, MEO and LEO satellite systems and ground stations, are presented at the initial moment in diagram (a), and we assume that the internal connection relationship is established. Figure 16b demonstrates the process of connecting the MEO satellite system and the LEO satellite system to form a MEO/LEO-layer satellite system. Figure 16c shows a three-layer, interconnected SIN consisting of the GEO-layer satellite system, the MEO/LEO-layer satellite system, and the ground station, and to solve the problem of the Near Space layer, the Hab group is added to represent the Near Space layer information system. As shown in Figure 16d , the Near Space layer information system is connected to the entire network, and then the prototype of SIN is formed.
Next, we show the specific evolution of the SIN TopolView and demonstrate the dynamic interaction capabilities of the SINDVis system.
In Figure 17 , Figure 17a shows the interactions between the user and the node. When the user puts the mouse over a node, the details of the node appear at the top right of the page, including the node name, node degree, output stream, and input stream. The detailed information is hidden when the mouse is moved. Figure 17b shows the interactions between the user and the edge. When the user puts the mouse over a connecting edge, information about the edge of the details, including the target node and the source node's name and the connection level appear in the upper right of the page. The detailed information is hidden when the mouse is moved. Figure 17c shows a translation of the interactive function. To display only the details of the GEO layer on the page, the other parts of the network can be translated out of the visual page. Figure 17d shows a zoom function based on Figure 16d , that is, it displays details on the same size page by scrolling the mouse to zoom in the page. node name, node degree, output stream, and input stream. The detailed information is hidden when the mouse is moved. Figure 17b shows the interactions between the user and the edge. When the user puts the mouse over a connecting edge, information about the edge of the details, including the target node and the source node's name and the connection level appear in the upper right of the page. The detailed information is hidden when the mouse is moved. Figure 17c shows a translation of the interactive function. To display only the details of the GEO layer on the page, the other parts of the network can be translated out of the visual page. Figure 17d shows a zoom function based on Figure  16d , that is, it displays details on the same size page by scrolling the mouse to zoom in the page. By combining the content shown in Figures 16 and 17 , the partial functionality of the TopolView for the SINDVis system can be described as a whole, as follows:

Description 1: Both of Figures 16d and 17a are views with the same network structure, and due to the limitations of the network structure itself, it is difficult for a user to understand the four- By combining the content shown in Figures 16 and 17 , the partial functionality of the TopolView for the SINDVis system can be described as a whole, as follows:
• Description 1: Both of Figures 16 and 17 are views with the same network structure, and due to the limitations of the network structure itself, it is difficult for a user to understand the four-layer architecture of the SIN through Figure 16d . Therefore, we constrained the network nodes at different levels by introducing clustering coefficients. For the four-layer structure in SINDVis, the effect of Figure 17a is achieved by setting four different constraint values. After the constraint with the clustering coefficient, the network composed of four circular faces was included in the network nodes of the respective level, a clearer level display was realized without affecting the network's overall topology structure. • Description 2: In combination with Figure 10 in Section 3.4.3 above, we used a timeline-based approach to accomplish animation control of the SINDVis system, as shown in Figures 16 and 17 on the bottom, right corner of the page. We set the animation time zone to [0, 12] , and carried out an animation demo in two ways. One way was through the mouse drag slider, according to the needs of users in real-time animation conversion. The other was by clicking the "Play/Pause" button to achieve an automatic display of animation. Meanwhile, in order to achieve a friendlier function design and meet the needs of more users, we added acceleration/deceleration control buttons to the timeline module.
• Description 3: In order to highlight the differences in the importance levels of different nodes in the whole network, we used area coding to display the different degree values of the network nodes in TopolView. A big degree value corresponds a large area, or vice versa. Of course, given the limited scope of the view page, the node degree values mentioned above are relative values. Meanwhile, given the directionality of data transmission in the network, we used color-coding to show the differences between inputs and outputs, as shown in the gradient red and gradient green in the Figure. To sum up, by combining the architecture of SIN and the function of the TopolView in the topology domain, we constructed the TopolView. TopolView and GeoView complement each other, and mainly demonstrate the dynamic topological evolution laws of SIN from the topology perspective. Meanwhile, the web-oriented model developed in this paper is more popular and more convenient with Internet-based users. The TopolView shows the dynamic networking process of the SIN from scratch, and we integrated the users' needs into the view page and achieved real-time interactions with users. Figure 17 can also be used to understand the increases and deletions of the nodes and edges mentioned above, but this paper does not show the specific details. The main purpose of this section was to demonstrate the basic functionality of TopolView, and more versatility will be developed based on this view.
Discussion
This article focused on designing and implementing a user-centered interactive visualization system, SINDVis. The system abandons the traditional C/S architecture and satisfies many kinds of user needs in web-oriented form. The users of the SIN can be broadly divided into three categories based on their sources and characteristics. Firstly, there are people who are interested in SIN but know little about it. The second includes users involved in the design and construction of SIN. The third is that of users involved in the management and maintenance of SIN. Due to the difference of background knowledge and expertise of different users, we proposed designing the main view of the system as the entity domain view GeoView and the topology domain view TopolView together to meet the different needs of many users. In the theory and method analysis, combined with the characteristics of SIN, we designed the SINDVis architecture and elaborated on the various functions of GeoView and TopolView. For the view realization, we emphatically discussed the TopolView realization method, including improving the FDA layout and proposing a FDA layout method, as well as proposing and analyzing the FAT and P&Z methods.
For the entity domain, GeoView, we showed the process of dynamic networking of SIN from the perspective of the entity domain. This included the operation and networking of different levels of the information system. By combining this with the architecture of SIN, finally, users can realize the initial understanding of the SIN. To determine the advantages and disadvantages of the STK, SaVi, and SINDVis, we performed a comparative analysis of four aspects: architecture, service type, interactivity, and scope. The details is shown in Table 3 . For the topology domain, TopolView, we showed the process of dynamic networking of SIN from the perspective of the topology domain. The included the increase of nodes and edges, the establishment of the connection, and the real-time operation of the network. Meanwhile, we focused on the realization of a real-time interactive view function for users.
The development process of the visualization system was a continuous iterative process. The user-oriented visualization system was based on the analysis of the user's initial requirements, and through the design of its basic functions, the design and realization of the initial SINDVis was completed. Based on the initial version, through users' continuous use, combined with their feedback, suggestions, and comments, we will improve the system. Through continuous modifications, trials, feedback, new requirements and recommendations, we will develop useful SINDVis and products. Therefore, the most important factor is the development of the user-centered SINDVis, and only the users can know what their purpose is based on the SINDVis. In addition, timely and effective communication between developers and users is the precondition and foundation to ensure the continuous optimization of the SINDVis.
Conclusions
Summary
As a national infrastructure, SIN has important significance for the military and for people's livelihoods, and it also has become a hot research field in recent years. In order to allow the effective construction and efficient management of SIN, we applied the relevant technology and methods of visualization to the SIN. Meanwhile, a user-centered interactive visualization system for SIN was designed and implemented based on the topology domain view and entity domain view to meet the multiple needs of multi-class users.
By designing the SINDVis architecture and then directing the system to design, and by describing the different functions of the views, we presented the validation indicators for the SINDVis. In the concrete realization of the method, we can draw on its successful application in other fields, but also combine the characteristics of the SIN to improve and optimize it. Finally, the results not only satisfied the described functions of GeoView and TopolView, but also verified the validity and feasibility of the proposed and related theories and methods.
Limitations
As we know, although we designed the SINDVis, and displayed and analyzed the results through a typical SIN, we think that there were the following insufficiencies in our study.
